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MCX 

Gold 47072 61 0.13% 

Silver 67932 417 0.62% 

        

Aluminium 189.85 -0.65 -0.34% 

Copper 720.60 9.20 1.29% 

Lead 169.75 -1.30 -0.76% 

Nickel 1337.90 16.20 1.23% 

Zinc 236.60 4.45 1.92% 

        

Crude Oil 5440 22.00 0.41% 

Naturalgas 247.40 5.10 2.10% 

        

Bulldex 14518 23 0.16% 

Metldex 14942 187 1.27% 
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Glencore’s Glasenberg says China can’t cool commodities for long 

Ivan Glasenberg, the billionaire boss of Glencore Plc, said China’s efforts to cool surging metal prices can’t be sustained for long. “The 

Chinese are trying to push it down, bring it back to lower levels,” Glencore’s outgoing  chief executive officer said Tuesday at the 

Qatar Economic Forum. “I think that’s a short-term game because the underlying fundamentals will keep it at these levels.” China, 

spooked by a surge in commodity prices from copper to iron ore, has rolled out several measures this year in a sweeping effort to 

stem inflation by cooling the runaway raw materials. That includes plans to release metals such as copper, aluminum and zinc from 

its strategic reserves for the first time in a decade. 

 

Major Indices 

Dow Jones 33874 -71 -0.21% 

Nasdaq 14272 19 0.13% 

DAX 15456 -180 -1.15% 

CAC  6551 -60 -0.91% 

FTSE 7074 -16 -0.22% 

Nifty 15744 57 0.37% 

Sensex 52581 275 0.53% 

Dollar index 91.82 0.02 0.02% 
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Increase the minimum selling price of sugar to 34.50 per kg: Mills urge Center 

The sugar industry has demanded that the Center accept its proposal to raise the minimum selling price (MSP) of sugar from 31 per 

per kg to 34.50 ₹, to ensure that sugar factories can pay farmers on time and start the next crushing season. Members of the 

National Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories (NFCSF) insist that the government has regularly increased fair and after-sales 

prices (FRP), but not SMEs. The Center determines the sugar cane FRP for each sugar season based on the recommendation of the 

Agricultural Costs and Prices Commission (CACP) in agreement with countries and other stakeholders taking into account various 

factors, including the input costs of sugar cane production. 

Sources: Investing.com, Businessline, Mining.com, Bloomberg, Reuters etc 

Gold down, investors await U.S. economic data to get 

better inflation picture 

Gold was down on Thursday morning in Asia as investors await U.S. 

economic data to gauge inflationary pressures further. A 

strengthening dollar also put a dent in the yellow metal’s appeal. 

Gold futures were up 0.45% to $1,775.35 by 12:11 AM ET. The dollar, 

which usually moves inversely to gold, inched up on Thursday to a 

near 11-week high. 

Investors also digested the most recent comments from U.S. Federal 

Reserve officials. Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan said that the 

economy will likely meet the Fed’s threshold for tapering earlier than 

expected, after previously predicting an interest rate hike in 2022, 

However, his counterpart in Atlanta, Raphael Bostic, said the Fed 

could slow down the process over the next few months. 

Oil holds above $73 as shrinking U.S. stockpiles tighten 

market 

Oil held above $73 a barrel as shrinking U.S. crude and fuel 

stockpiles added to bullish sentiment around the global demand 

recovery. Futures in New York were steady after rising 0.3% on 

Wednesday. Gasoline inventories unexpectedly slipped last week, 

while crude stockpiles fell for a fifth week, the longest run since 

January. The declines add to a tightening market as North America, 

China and parts of Europe rebound from Covid-19. The recovery has 

accelerated as vaccinations are rolled out worldwide, boosting fuel 

consumption and helping to drain stockpiles that were built up 

during the height of the pandemic. The OPEC+ alliance is scheduled 

to meet at the end of next week to discuss its production policy for 

August. 
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NCDEX   Support and Resistance 
Symbol Expiry Date S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2 

AGRIDEX 30-Jun-21 1404 1409 1413 1417 1420 

CASTOR 20-Jul-21 5055 5093 5121 5143 5171 

CHANA 20-Jul-21 5054 5118 5151 5170 5203 

COCUDAKL 20-Jul-21 2754 2844 2894 2926 2976 

DHANIYA 20-Jul-21 6699 6711 6751 6779 6819 

GUARGUM 20-Jul-21 6168 6239 6297 6335 6393 

GUARSEED 20-Jul-21 3974 4024 4057 4078 4111 

JEERA 20-Jul-21 13342 13418 13457 13493 13532 

RM SEED 20-Jul-21 6695 6807 6877 6938 7008 

SOYABEAN 20-Jul-21 6774 6955 7064 7144 7253 

SOYA OIL 20-Jul-21 1219 1248 1263 1273 1288 

TURMERIC 20-Jul-21 7467 7557 7649 7717 7809 

 

 

MCX   Support and Resistance 

Symbol Expiry Date S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2 

GOLD 05-Aug-21 46761 46917 47117 47273 47473 

GOLD MINI 05-Jul-21 46624 46772 46948 47096 47272 

GOLDGUINEA 30-Jun-21 37329 37466 37638 37775 37947 

GOLD PETAL 30-Jun-21 4602 4614 4634 4646 4666 

SILVER 05-Jul-21 66961 67447 67986 68472 69011 

SILVER MINI 30-Jun-21 67202 67644 68122 68564 69042 

SILVER MICRA 30-Jun-21 67235 67666 68117 68548 68999 

ALUMINIUM 30-Jun-21 188.0 188.9 190.3 191.3 192.7 

COPPER 30-Jun-21 705.7 713.1 718.5 725.9 731.3 

LEAD 30-Jun-21 168.2 169.0 170.4 171.2 172.6 

NICKEL 30-Jun-21 1318 1328 1334 1344 1350 

ZINC 30-Jun-21 227.7 232.2 235.0 239.5 242.3 

CRUDEOIL 19-Jul-21 5382 5411 5461 5490 5540 

NATURALGAS 25-Jun-21 237.1 242.3 246.4 251.6 255.7 

MCXBULLDEX 24-Jun-21 14272 14395 14507 14630 14742 

MCXMETLDEX 20-Jul-21 14717 14829 14905 15017 15093 

COTTON 30-Jun-21 23723 23967 24113 24357 24503 

CPO 30-Jun-21 1008 1022 1045 1058 1081 

MENTHAOIL 30-Jun-21 978 987 999 1008 1019 

RUBBER 30-Jun-21 16482 16615 16708 16825 16918 
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Technical View  

According to the daily chart the trend for gold has changed to positive. Prices had 
formed an inverse head & shoulder pattern, indicating an upward reversal. The neckline 
of the pattern was placed at Rs. 47450, that got broke out on May 17, 2021. As per the 
pattern formation Rs. 54000 is expected target for short term. However, a small sell off 
can be seen towards the neckline back again (throwback). The 100-day SMA is places at 
46956, which could act as a strong support and could act as a reversal level. 

      Important Data 

 

Time Cur. Event Actual Forecast Previous

02:00   USD FOMC Member Rosengren Speaks  

15:30   EUR EU Leaders Summit  

18:00   USD Initial Jobless Claims 380K 412K

18:00   USD Continuing Jobless Claims 3,470K 3,518K

18:00   USD Core Durable Goods Orders (MoM) (May) 0.80% 1.00%

18:00   USD GDP (QoQ) (Q1) 6.40% 4.30%

18:00   USD Goods Trade Balance (May) -85.73B

20:00   USD Natural Gas Storage 66B 16B

20:30   USD FOMC Member Williams Speaks  

21:00   EUR ECB's Schnabel Speaks  

Important Data for today



 

 
 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at based on the information obtained in good faith from sources believed to be 
reliable. Such information has not been independently verified and no guaranty, representation of warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy 
completeness or correctness.  

This document is for information purposes only. This report is based on information that we consider reliable; we do not represent that it is accurate or complete 
and one should exercise due caution while acting on it.  Description of any company(ies) or its/their securities mentioned herein are not complete and this 
document is not and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments. Past performance 
is not a guide for future performance, future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of original capital may occur. All opinions, projections and estimates constitute 
the judgment of the author as on the date of the report and these, plus any other information contained in the report, are subject to change without notice. 
Prices and availability of financial instruments are also subject to change without notice. This report is intended for distribution to institutional investors. 

This report is not directed to or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or 
resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, reproduction, availability or use would be contrary 
to law or regulation or what would subject to SSSIL or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. If this report is 
inadvertently sent or has reached any individual in such country, especially USA, the same may be ignored and brought to the attention of the sender. Neither 
this document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States (to U.S. persons), Canada, or Japan or distributed, directly or indirectly, in 
the United States or Canada or distributed or redistributed in Japan or to any resident thereof. Any unauthorized use, duplication, redistribution or disclosure 
of this report including, but not limited to, redistribution by electronic mail, posting of the report on a website or page, and/or providing to a third party a link, 
is prohibited by law and will result in prosecution. The information contained in the report is intended solely for the recipient and may not be further distributed 
by the recipient to any third party.  

SSSIL generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts, and members of their households from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or 
derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover. Additionally, SSSIL generally prohibits its analysts and persons reporting to analysts from serving as an 
officer, director, or advisory board member of any companies that they cover. Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals or affiliates may provide oral 
or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein. Our proprietary 
trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. The views expressed in this 
research report reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) about the subject securities or issues and no part of the compensation of the research analyst(s) was, 
is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations and views expressed by research analyst(s) in this report. The compensation of the 
analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by SSSIL; however, compensation may relate to the revenues of the Systematix Group as a whole, 
of which investment banking, sales and trading are a part. Research analysts and sales persons of SSSIL may provide important inputs to its affiliated 
company(ies). 

Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations which could have an adverse effect on their value or 
price or the income derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which are influenced by foreign currencies, effectively 
assume currency risk. SSSIL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained 
due to the investments made or any action taken on the basis of this report including but not restricted to fluctuation in the prices of shares and bonds, changes 
in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc. 

SSSIL and its affiliates, officers, directors, and employees subject to the information given in the disclosures may: (a) from time to time, have long or short 
positions in, and buy or sell, the securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and 
earn brokerage or other compensation (financial interest) or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company (ies) discussed herein or act as 
advisor or lender / borrower to such company (ies) or have other potential material conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related 
information and opinions. The views expressed are those of the analyst and the company may or may not subscribe to the views expressed therein.  

SSSIL, its affiliates and any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, 
accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no 
event shall SSSIL, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information have any liability for any damages of 
any kind. The company accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties. The report may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, 
websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website material of the company, the company has not reviewed the linked site. Accessing such 
website or following such link through the report or the website of the company shall be at your own risk and the company shall have no liability arising out of, 
or in connection with, any such referenced website.  

SSSIL will not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any technical glitch to present the data. In no event 
shall SSSIL be liable for any damages, including without limitation, direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in 
connection with the data presented by SSSIL through this presentation. 

SSSIL or any of its other group companies or associates will not be responsible for any decisions taken on the basis of this report. Investors are advised to 
consult their investment and tax consultants before taking any investment decisions based on this report. 
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